Higher education and universities in South Africa underwent a period of significant development and expansion in the period following the South African War (1899 -1902). At the same time, one of the significant facets of this era was the dramatically changing nature of white identities in South Africa. A new unified white identity known as broad South
Origins of broad South Africanism
At the turn of the twentieth century race -or an ethnic solidarity 6 which transacted class divisions -was becoming a more powerful marker of identity which further fuelled a quest for white unity. 7 The bolstering of white South Africa was also promoted, among other reasons, by the desire to effectively manage its black inhabitants and also control the flow of much needed cheap labour for particularly the country's mining industry, the backbone of its economy. This background unashamedly provided momentum for the movement towards a unified white nation and political Union. 8 The quest for white unity can also be viewed as a means of strengthening white position in Southern African which is in line with late nineteenth century strengthening of white supremacy and social separation between different racial groups. Scholars have shown an increase in social segregation which endeavoured to promote and maintain white class dominance from the end of the nineteenth century. 9 In the wake of the mineral revolution, whiteness became increasingly linked with social and political supremacy. Africa as a whole, with the ultimate goal of political union, and promoted a version of loyalty to the British Empire.
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Higher education and white unity at the end of the nineteenth century
As far as higher education was concerned, at the turn of the twentieth century matters were as follows: teaching was carried out in university colleges in various centres to prepare students for the examinations of the University of the Cape of Good Hope. The university itself did as the establishment of a teaching university for the region. 17 At this stage, the extension and development of higher education was with the white population in view to train up a white elite and, although not legally enforced at this time, most university colleges primarily enrolled white students. This era did, however, also see the establishment of the first university college for black students, the South African Native College, at Fort Hare in 1916.
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A primary means for many of buttressing white South African nationhood and culture in the early twentieth century was higher education. While education in general was prized as a means of building national identity, this aspect of the perceived function of universities has generally been glossed over in the history of South African higher education. Students enrolled at university colleges represented the future leaders, both in government and industry, of the newly united South Africa. In a sphere that reached the future elite and policy makers of the country, the potential influence is significant. Higher education in this sense represented a means to unify the dominant political and economic class. Higher education also reached the future educators of the youth -in fact those preparing to become teachers made up a large proportion of the student body -thus solidifying the nation building aspect of education in general. In fact, there is evidence of the view at this time that the primary objective of all education for a state was citizenship and thereafter vocational training or research. 19 As far as can be ascertained, the first memorable evidence of this view of higher education in South Africa was a speech given by Cecil John Rhodes at an Afrikaner Bond congress in 1891 in Kimberley. 20 Rhodes spoke of his intention to found a residential teaching university in Cape Town explaining his motives in the following way:
I saw at Bloemfontein the immense feeling of friendship that all the members had for the Grey Institute, where they had been educated and from which they had gone out to the world. It was the pleasantest dinner I had there, and I said to myself that If [sic] we could get a teaching university founded in the Cape Colony, taking the young people from Bloemfontein, Pretoria, Natal, … they would go back to the Free State, to the Transvaal, and to Natal-let me even say they will go back to Mashonaland-tied to one another by the strongest feelings which can be created, because the period of your life when you indulge in friendships which are seldom broken is from the age of 18 to 21. Therefore, if we had a teaching, residential university, these young men would go forth into all parts of South Africa prepared to make the future of the country, and in their hands the great question of Union could safely be left. ... I feel that should a teaching university such as I have indicated be established the young men who attend it will make the Union of South Africa in the future. Nothing will overcome the associations and the aspirations they will form under the shadow of This idea of higher education as a means of bridging divides between the diverse white population of the Transvaal who had recently been at war with each other, is one that occurs throughout this period in the correspondence and discussions related to education. For example, in a letter to the editor of The Star, T.C. Ward states, -It will, therefore, depend more on education than on anything else to unite South Africa and overcome the feeling of race hatred, which I think exists more on the part of the irreconcilables in Europe than amongst the farmers of South Africa‖. 37 Another example is the Governor of the Transvaal, Lord Selborne's insistence in 1905 that at least half of the students attending the Pretoria Normal College should be British in order for -friendships of a lifetime to be formed between Boer and Briton‖. 38 The Normal Colleges were seen as key in the project of promoting white unity as Sargant felt that -in the Normal Schools lay the best chance of educating the young teachers to a sense of their national duty and of obliterating racial prejudice‖.
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The 1903 Report of the Technical Education Commission also highlighted the belief in higher education as a place of conciliation. This motivated the recommendations of the Commission regarding a centralised educational site and also informed their argument for the establishment of an agricultural school. The report states,
[t]hat in view of the large proportion of the population engaged in agricultural pursuits we consider this school is of hardly less importance to the future wellbeing of the country than a School of Mines… . Should these two schools be placed side by side, as we suggest, that intercourse amongst those representing the two foremost classes of the population, which is essential to the future settlement of the country, will be ensured at the impressionable stage of a young man's career, when lasting friendships are most readily formed.
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Evidently such an arrangement would reach those representing an elite class of both the agricultural and industrial worlds and potentially influence the future leaders and policy makers in both. Britons, however, cast doubt on the wisdom of the overtly anglicising mission of the administrators of the Transvaal Colony, seeing instead its potential to backfire. 
Conciliation in education in the responsible government period
In the period of responsible government under the Het Volk party in the Transvaal, Jan Smuts was not only appointed Colonial Secretary but also Minister of Education. Furthermore, Smuts was a strong proponent of the Het Volk policy of conciliation and also a firm believer in education as a means to unite the white population. 42 This accorded with the Milner drive to unite the white population through education, but did not obviously include the anglicisation process. In fact, in this period equal language rights for English and Dutch became synonymous with a united white identity.
In 1907 Smuts framed his educational policy for the Transvaal Colony in a significant speech given at the opening of a school in Boksburg. This policy bore similarities to that of Milner's in that it also envisaged the bringing together of Dutch and English-speaking children in schools with a view to promoting unity. 43 He explained that, Their children would sit on the benches together, English, Dutch, Jew and German, no matter what their nationality or origin, they would sit together, be playmates together, think together and in that way they would be able to build the surest and best foundation of a happy race for the future.
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This policy corresponded with Smuts's philosophy of Holism as it was an attempt to form and cater for the -whole‖ in the Transvaal. It was embodied formally in the 1907 Education Act which envisaged the merging of both systems of education which had grown up in the Transvaal, namely the CNO schools and the British system. In this regard it has been described as -a positive and fundamental contribution towards the development of that ‗een natie' that Smuts and Botha spoke so much about‖.
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The English press in the form of the Mr Smuts, with the eye of a true statesman, sees clearly enough that the question of race will be settled within a measurable distance of time in the schools. This is the way of unity, the way of amity, the way of comradeship and peace. Friendly emulation in the schools, whether in the class or the playground, makes for the permanent pacification of the Colony and the end of embittered division and intolerance.
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The most significant part of the Act was the language provisions: mother tongue instruction was provided for in the lower standards, thereafter English became the medium. Dutch was allowed as a medium in a maximum of two subjects. English became a compulsory subject, while Dutch was optional. The Act caused discord among Afrikaners, but was received with relief and approval among English-speakers. What is important is that the language concessions show Smuts's attempts at a balanced conciliation in practice. 47 The gravest disappointment to Afrikaners was that Smuts's policy gave up the principle of language equality. Smuts's unwillingness to defend the Afrikaans language has also been viewed, like conciliation, as the natural conclusion of his philosophy of Holism in which the Afrikaner nation was a small part of the whole. This philosophical standpoint has come under fire for promoting British influence in education in the Transvaal.
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Smuts also viewed higher education in the light of conciliation. Speaking in 1937 at UCT he also advanced the ideals of broadmindedness and co-operation. He stated,
In this country especially are we called upon to practice the larger faith and follow the larger vision. In this South Africa of ours, there is a variety of race, colour, language, religion, tradition and civilization which calls for real generosity of outlook, breadth of view and sweep of statesmanship. Only in this way can our differences be woven together into a common pattern, which will in future give South Africa distinctive character among the countries of the world. More than perhaps any other country in the world South Africa is a great human laboratory, where experiments in racial co-operation are essential to our future success. We are not without light and guidance in this enterprise. The progressive history of the human race, the testimony of great reformers, the march of ideas towards the liberation of mankind from its primitive fears and taboos, our religion and the traditions of the stocks from which we spring-all these point to the path of goodwill, sympathetic understanding and tolerance as the real line of advance for us. This is the higher wisdom of our race. You can only be a good citizen and a patriotic South African in the measure that you show reverence for the spirit of tolerance and humanity which is the highlight of our civilization.
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In the same year, Smuts also urged this broad attitude on listeners at the University of Pretoria at the laying of the foundation stone of the Merenksy Library. He encouraged students to study modern languages and to do justice to both official languages, English and Afrikaans. This effect of the proposed organisation is to be profoundly regretted. The students will represent the future aristocracy of the professional, agricultural, and industrial sections of the inhabitants. From their ranks the leaders will be recruited. But they will not meet during their most impressionable years. They will have no opportunity to develop the mutual understanding, toleration and respect through the discipline of common fields, common class-rooms, a common hall and a common chapel. The organisation proposed will indeed fail in respect of one of the highest of university functions, namely, the cultivation of social magnanimity. The aggregate of the ablest and most cultivated members of the three fundamental sections of the inhabitants of the Colony will remain, for all that university education will do, a mixture of disparate elements, not a blend in which difference of vocation and of race are lost or at least exist but to strengthen the whole. This is the cardinal weakness of the scheme …
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Objections voiced in the press were similar, as an article reporting on the tripartite scheme stated that the community on the Witwatersrand would certainly have misgivings about -any scheme likely to continue the separation of young students of the two sections of the 
Union and the search for a national teaching university
The prospect of Union of South Africa and its eventual achievement in 1910 turned the university question into one that involved the whole country and inspired the hope of establishing a national teaching university among broad South Africanists and those who believed in conciliation alike. In fact, the university debate at this point became increasingly characterised by the expression of broad South African sentiment and aspirations.
The crux of the drive for a national teaching university was that such an institution would aid in unifying white students from both ‗races', thus practically carrying out the work of Anglo- Minister of Education F.S. Malan appointed in the first Union cabinet in 1910 was also a proponent of conciliation and broad South Africanism, a fact which informed his education policy. 58 He envisaged the establishment of such a national institution at Groote Schuur -... departments to build up a great school of South African science‖. 64 His lecture, published in
The State, emphasized this view point that -if South Africa is to be a nation worthy of the name she must train up her own men of science in the future and collect a body of facts, through research and experiment, which will enable her to deal successfully with her own peculiar problems‖. 65 What was needed for the new country was the building up of -a sound and liberal culture in the arts as well as in the sciences‖. 66 Thus a national university would not only bring together and promote the unity of white students, but also furnish the cultural material for a new South African nationalism. 67 Despite the optimism and the widespread advancement of the nationalising benefits of a national teaching university at this time, Edgar's lecture also gives some hints of the seeds of division in the sphere of South African higher education. He explains the need of a single teaching university in order to prevent -the twin evils of racialism and provincialism‖ which had dogged South African education. He continues almost prophetically:
If the present system is continued these evils will remain and will become exaggerated. There will be a Dutch college and there will be an English college, and the two races will never have the chance of coming together and being educated together. A central university where all met on equal terms and associated together in a common work would promote solidarity in the nation and tend to obliterate racial and provincial divisions. All would feel themselves to be working together for the common good of the country and not merely in the interests of a district or of a class. And the educational advantages would be equally great. If there is to be a Dutch system of education and an English system existing side by side, as will be inevitable if the Dutch all flock to one centre and the English to another, the two sections of students will never be able to stand on a common footing in after life or be able to work harmoniously together. They will be inspired by different ideals and trained in different methods, and their energies will be wasted in fighting each other instead of being spent in cooperating together for the development of the country.
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The fact that not everyone would be brought around to appreciate the unifying benefits of a national university can be seen in the not always tactful opposition of the Victoria College supporters towards the Groote Schuur plan for a national university. This, they felt, was an attempt to bring a foreign element into South African soil, and it was precisely the Thus, the underlying issue which lacked resolution in all aspects of the new Union of South Africa, including university affairs, was the matter of equality between the two white races.
What this meant in effect and how it would be carried out practically was uncertain. It was entrenched in the language clause of the new Union and increasingly would come to be represented by the quest for language rights in practice.
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The 1916 University Acts and beyond
The desire to carry out conciliation by means of the country's higher education was put to the test when it came to finding an actual practical solution to the university question. The eventual solution was the 1916 University Acts, which instead of creating one national teaching university, created one federal university -the University of South Africa with five constituent university colleges -and two teaching universities, the universities of Cape Town and Stellenbosch.
The Werhner-Beit bequests which gave the necessary financial impetus for the establishment of a teaching university were not only made with a view to the development of higher education in the country, but also for the advancement of a unified South African nationalism. The donors, like many others, were firmly persuaded -that nothing would weld the new nation more firmly together than that its future leaders should spend the most impressionable years of their lives in the social atmosphere of a residential university‖. 74 The actual outcome of the university scheme in 1916, however, raised serious doubts as to whether this latter goal had been achieved. For example, in the mayor of Johannesburg's telegram to Lionel Phillips, asking him to intervene in the matter of the Beit bequest, he 72 Boucher, pointed out that the 1916 Acts went against the ideal of a national teaching university which would cater for both white ‗races' and, by establishing two teaching universities, opened the way for universities to grow along racial lines. 75 Much like the division of teaching between Johannesburg and Pretoria in 1908, the 1916 Acts showed that choices had to be made which did not always match the aspiration that higher education would bring the nation's students together. In the case of the 1908 decision, two separate and increasingly divergent institutions in terms of language, identity and ideology emerged. In 1916 a foundation for divergence on the point of language was also laid in the Cape, right at the time when promoters of university education in the country were endeavouring to establish a single national teaching institution. 76 Edgar also acknowledged the difficulties which arose from -vested interests in the separate colleges, and the strength of local feeling‖ and concedes that there is an argument for a practical solution in contrast to what is -ideally perfect‖. 77 The 1916 Acts show two major obstacles to the achievement of a national and unifying university. Firstly, the social distances between different sections of white South Africans were not so easily overcome by just over a decade of attempts to unify them. The suspicion and antagonism resulting from events of the recent past, such as the South African War and Milnerism, still lingered. In the second place, the important influence of -deeply rooted‖ local aspirations and interests has also been pointed out. Regional sentiment was linked strongly to white identity and was even influential in expressions of loyalty. 78 It also had a strong influence over the course of higher education, as cities competed to establish colleges and universities in later years.
The key issue which was at stake, however, and was beginning to become increasingly manifest was again the matter of language. In the wake of the Second Language Movement, which began in the first decade after the South African War, efforts grew to establish In the sphere of higher education, Dutch had finally been given recognition by the UCGH in 1910, although English remained the dominant language of higher education. In 1914 provision was made for Afrikaans to be taught in schools and in 1918 it was introduced as a subject in two university institutions. 83 There were also calls for the introduction of Afrikaans by Unisa as a medium of instruction from the time of its inception in 1918. 84 At this time the
Minister of Education put forward the view that -the bilingual student should be regarded as the normal student‖. 85 In a sense bilingualism can be regarded as the new symbol of broad South Africanism in higher education in the second decade of the twentieth century.
But a situation in which two mediums exist is difficult to maintain in practicality and failure to put this into practice satisfactorily led to single medium institutions which ultimately signalled divisions along ideological and other lines. The difficulties attached to upholding bilingual systems at various institutions and the increasingly ideologically charged matter of language, created a dual system of universities which went completely counter to the goal of broad South Africanism and conciliation.
Nation building and higher education
In spite of the fact that the conciliatory spirit seemed to fail to get off the ground in the South African university system, the idea that universities were a primary factor in nation building is an idea which prevailed throughout the first three decades of the twentieth century. Two significant commissions of inquiry into university matters, the Van der Horst Commission (1928) and the Adamson Commission (1933) highlight this enduring belief in the university's unifying role.
The Van der Horst Commission, which investigated the relationship between universities, university colleges and technical institutions, suggested:
that the main justification for Universities lies in the claim that they are essential safeguards in the development of communities. The organisation of groups within the community is a marked feature of modern everyday life, and the struggle between groups may endanger the very existence of our complex civilisation. The best safeguard against that danger seems to be an education which will give every member of the community an idea of the interdependence of all groups and a feeling for the interests of the whole. … Universities are bound to have a large influence upon the formation of the national character in this respect.
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The so-called Adamson Commission, which was investigating the question of university subsidies, quoted this section from the Van der Horst Report, and expanded on it by explaining that, by communities the Commissioners seem to have had national units in mind. They held it to be the primary function of universities to counteract the centrifugal effect of group rivalries and by affirming the interdependence of their interests to buttress the ideal of national unity. ... If we can all hold fast to the ideal of contribution rather than rivalry, then the very diversities of origin and tradition which our university institutions enshrine will be a source of strength rather than weakness. State subsidies will be justified on the highest ground of all, that of a contribution to a sane and tolerant nationality.
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According to the Van der Horst Commission, a key factor regarded as a necessity for promoting this function of the university, was the existence of a certain -atmosphere‖. The ideal of broad South Africanism was characterised by optimism in the support it enjoyed in the 1920s, particularly among English-speakers. 90 This -loyalist Greater South African identity‖ has been described as -engagingly idealistic and pragmatically vague‖, 91 thus accounting for the broad support it received. Furthermore, at this time Afrikaner national sentiment was only beginning to develop and it has been stated that before 1930 there was -a more fluid relationship between language and identity, and consequently a looser definition of national identity, than that which later became associated with the country.‖ 92 Dubow, however, has indicated that the highpoint for the spirit of conciliation in the country probably occurred somewhere between Milner's departure and the outbreak of World War I. 93 A 1930
survey of the progress of the Union by a group of liberal thinkers pointed to some disappointment and impatience at the slow progress of national unity. 94 In the end, the more robust national identity fostered by Afrikaners would come to wear down this imagined sense of white unity.
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Conclusion
Historically, the matter of universities in South Africa was strongly linked to endeavours to build white unity and a new South African nationalism even prior to the South African War.
In the first few decades of the twentieth century this notion regarding higher education developed further in the hope that the bringing together of students in universities would help to eradicate the antagonisms surrounding the South African War and British imperial activity in the region. The development of higher education and its perceived function was very much wrapped up with this pursuit of a new South Africanism and among broad South Africanists and conciliators its potential nationalising influence was highly prized. The expression of broad South African sentiment, on the one hand, can be traced as a main feature of the university reform debate. On the other hand, a parallel line of exclusive national feeling also can be found which favoured universities which would endeavour to preserve and build up more unique cultural and national interests. These two lines formed part of the early years of many higher education institutions around the country and the predominance of one over the other ultimately formed the character of a number of South African universities in the twentieth century.
